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∗Institut Laue-Langevin, 6 rue Jules Horowitz, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, FraneFission-fragment spetrosopy is now a well-established methodology for thestudy of neutron-rih medium mass nulei in the regions of the hart around
A ∼ 100 and A ∼ 140. Tehniques have been developed that allow measure-ments of the energies, spins and parities of exited states as well as eletromag-neti properties, suh as g-fators and quadrupole moments (as dedued fromlifetime measurements). In order to go further in these areas it has beomedesirable to onstrut a lean and e�ient trigger for spetrosopy that worksby diret detetion of the �ssion fragments. The SpeTrometer for Exoti Fis-sion Fragments (steff) has been reently ommissioned at the University ofManhester with a 252Cf soure. The devie onsists of two time-of-�ight armseah terminated by a Bragg detetor in whih the �ssion-fragments stop. Thetime-of-�ight measurements are made between two types of seondary-eletrondetetors, one using hannel plates, and a large area gas detetor. There hasbeen onsiderable e�ort put into improving the time resolution of the large-areastop detetors both in terms of detetor on�guration and in terms of the useof fast preampli�ers within the gas volume. Currently, the neutron and gammadeay of exited �ssion fragments is measured using and array of NaI and NE213sintillators. At the start of 2011 steff will be moved to the ILL, Grenoblewhere it will be used to study thermal neutron-indued �ssion. The latest data,and prospets for measurements at the ILL, both in terms of pure and appliedphysis will be disussed.
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